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Animal crossing new leaf cafe guide

We encourage you to read our updated CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY and COOKIE MODULE POLICY. in: Under construction, buildings, public works projects Edit Share This page is currently under construction. Please help us expand this article by editing it. The Roost Café, more popularly known as Roost, is a quiet
place where the player can grab a cup of coffee for 200 bells, for here or to go, after adding it to the player's city. Roost is owned by a pigeon named Brewster. ==Unlocking the café==At the beginning of the game, the Roost café is not available on the public works project menu. This is because, in order to be able to
place it somewhere in the city, you have to meet the following qualifications. Donated at least 50 items to the city's local museum At least 7 days have passed since the museum opened the second floor. After the player has met the requirements, he/she should enter the museum and talk to the owl, Blathers. Blathers will
suggest this public works project to the mayor, and then it will be available on the public works project menu. The museum is on the main street. Things to do in the café [editing | editing source] Inside of the Cafe. There are different things that the player is able to do in Roost when it is built. KK Slider does not play at the
café on Saturdays in May, as he now performs music at Club LOL. Can I take it? [editing | editing source] There is an option to not only take a seat at the counter, as the player can in previous games, but the player can now order out coffee after him/her warms up to him a bit. Brewster will give the player the option of
having a cup of coffee in a cup of go after the player visits him for some caffeine every day for a little while. With this, the player can walk around the city with a cup of coffee in his/her hand and press the Y button to take sips. After 4 coffee drinks, the player will chug the rest down, and the cup of coffee will disappear
from the inventory, With each sip, the player character will look refreshed and happy. Working part-time [editing | edit source] Once the player has been getting his/her daily coffee from Brewster, either from sitting at the counter or grabbing a quick cup to go, he will eventually offer a part-time job at the café. If someone
agrees to help him, the player will be put behind the meter for a while, and the player will make orders for the locals who appear. The only problem is that of the three different type, sugar, and milk, satian or NPC options will say only one or two that you want. The rest is luck, unless the player wants to check the coffee
guide here [edit | edit source] Keeping track of local coffee Make customers satisfied, and although it takes a lot of time and effort, if the player correctly guesses all three ingredients, the player will receive a compliment and make the customer happy. The player will be paid for his work, as in any other part-time job, and
the type of payment the player will depends on its performance. Below is a list of all the items that can be obtained from work for Brewster. Cafe Uniform (Sell for 360 Bells) Espresso Maker (Sell for 500 Bells) Coffeemaker (Sell for 800 Bells) Cream and Sugar (Sell for 1000 Bells) Coffee grinder (Sell for 1,, 600 Bells)
Soda (Sell for 1780 Bells) Coffee Cup (Sell for 2,000 Bells) Note: You can't get coffee themed items again after you've sold them. Normal Coffee Beans (Sell for 2,000 Bells) Superb Coffee Beans (Sell for 2400 Bells) Note: You can sell Superb coffee beans for 7,500 bells if you put it on sale on the flea market. Mini
brewstoid, a Brewster-themed gyroid (Sells for 3.312 Bells) Brewstoid, a Brewster-themed gyroid (Sells for 3.312 Bells) Mega brewstoid, a Brewster-themed gyroid (Sells for 3.312 Bells) High Brewstoid, a Brewster-themed gyroid Personal[edit | edit source] Player(Optional, part time)Add a photo to this Under
Construction Buildings Public Works Projects Gallery Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. 1 Build the Museum Store first. Know that there are also requirements for the construction of the Museum Store. You must have been the mayor of the city for at least a week. You must have
donated at least 20 items to the museum, including at least one item in each category (bugs, fish/deep creatures, fossils and works of art). 2 Enter the museum to find the Blathers thinking of something. Talk to him and he'll tell you about his idea for a museum store. 3 Sit in the mayor's chair and go to public works
projects. You'll find the Museum Shop on the list, so choose it. You can't suggest a public work project if there is one that needs already outstanding donations. Pay all your money for any public work projects you still need to complete first. 4 Go to the station and find Loid. Pay him 198,000 bells and the next day you'll
have the Museum Store. 1 Work on the requirements for the construction of the Roost Cafe below. He must have donated at least 50 items to the museum. It must be seven days after the Museum Store opened. 2Talk to Blathers and he will ask you to build the Roost Cafe. 3 Sit in the mayor's chair and go to public works
projects. You'll find Roost Café on the list, so choose it. Then find a place in your city where you want to build it. 4Pay 298,000 bells at Lloid, and the next day you will have Roost Café. 1 Get seven cups of coffee at The Roost Café. You can purchase one cup a day for 200 bells. 2 Talk to Brewster on the right side of the
bar. He'll ask you if you want a part-time job. You can only work 11:.m 00 and 11:00 p.m. You can't work on vacation. 3 Serve coffee to the villagers. Three villagers (not always from your city) and a special character will come and ask for coffee. Each sat has their own favorite type of coffee beans, the amount of sugar,
and the amount of milk. Options for the type of beans are mocha, mixture, blue blue kilimanjaro. The options for the quantities of sugar are none, one tablespoon, two tablespoons and three tablespoons. The options for the quantities of milk are none, a little, regular quantity and batches. Remember their favorite
combinations because they will usually say only once, and you'll be paid better for giving them their favorite combination. Create a table if it helps. This way, you can see which beans and amounts each character prefers so you can get right where they come back. 4 Complete the shift. After each change, the number of
favorite combinations you make will determine the type of brewster coffee beans you will offer as payment. If you have 1-4 combinations right, then Brewster will give you normal coffee beans. It's worth 500 bells at Re-Tail. If you have 5-8 combinations right, then Brewster will give you good coffee beans. It's worth 1,000
bells at Re-Tail. If you have 9-12 combinations right, then Brewster will give you gorgeous coffee beans. It's worth 2,000 bells at Re-Tail. 5 Get themed café furniture. Over time, if the player does well as a barista, Brewster can reward them with different furniture, would be coffee cups and coffee makers. Brewster will also
give uniforms and brewster themed gyroids. The items you will give are: Cream and Sugar Coffee Cup Coffee Coffee Filter Espresso Siphon Brewstoid (tall, mega regular and mini) Cafe uniform Add New Question I had seven cups of coffee, but I can't work yet, why? There might be seven in a row. If you are fine with
travel time, you should be fine, but if you are not, it could be difficult, depending on your schedule. Question Can two people who play on the same system get a part-time job at the shelter? For example, if one person gets the job, will the other be able to get the job? Both players should be able to get a part-time job at
the Roost Café, as long as both had seven cups of coffee. Question do you get a job at the café? Get seven coffees in total, then Brewster will tell you that you can start working tomorrow. Question How long does it take to get coffee shop furniture (other than coffee makers)? There is no set time; Brewster will give you
mobile at random. Just work for Brewster frequently and you will eventually collect all the furniture. Question what if he doesn't ask me to work there? After you have bought at least seven cups of coffee, be sure to talk to him on the right side of the bar twice. The first time he'll greet you, and the second time he'll ask you
if you want to work there. Just make sure it's not a holiday and that it's between 11:00 a.m and 11:00 p.m. Question can I get takeout coffee cups from Cafe Roost in Animal Crossing: New Leaf? After it's been a few days, he'll sayYou can get for go cups to the right counter. Question I tried to work for Brewster every day,
and he says, I'm sorry, I don't need any help now. Why does he say that? It's because it's it a holiday or is not between 11:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. Question I donated more than 20 items to Blathers, but he wasn't thinking about a museum store. What am I supposed to do? You must be mayor for a week, and you must
have donated at least 1 item from each category to the museum. Question What Furniture Do I Get When Using Cafe Roost in Animal Crossing: New Leaf? The furniture you can get from The Roost Cafe is a coffee maker, espresso maker, soda, coffee cup, sugar and milk, coffee mill, uniform coffee, high brewsteroid,
brewsteroid, mini brewseroid and mega brewsteroid. Question do people make to be at Roost? Whether someone's staying or not, having a drink at the café isn't under your control. If you want to serve customers at the café, what you need to do is get a job at the café and make the switch (as described in the article
above). Show more answers Ask a wikiHow question is a wiki, similar to Wikipedia, which means that many of our articles are co-written by several authors. To create this article, the volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 31.943 times. Coauthors: 6 Updated: November 12,
2019 Views: 31.943 Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 31.943 times. Times.
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